
Its a case of the perfect storm for the UK and by association for any
country adjacent to it. With Brexit talks still not completed, despite EU
setting last night as a deadline, pressure is on Boris Johnson to seek an
extension of the transition period beyond 31 December. This is due to
the announcement on Saturday night of the move to Level 4 in the SE of
England because of the new more virulent form of COVID 19 that has
arisen. At the same time, with all adjacent countries closing their
airports and ports to the UK for an initial 48 hours chaos is growing at
key ports in the UK , particularly Dover where trucks are backed up over
10 miles along major motorways.  In a possible glimpse of what is likely
to happen in early January post Brexit, the pressure will really fall on the
UK government to address the remaining Brexit issues and bring a
close to negotiations. In a sign of the seriousness of the situation , Boris
Johnson has called an emergency meeting of their Cobra group which
coordinates all departments in the case of emergencies. The problem
for the UK is multi faceted because the new strain of the virus is
overwhelming the UK health system and urgent measures had to be put
in place. However it would appear that they had not anticipated the
reaction from neighboring countries particularly France who had only
recently relaxed its Covid status. The combination of Virus lockdown,
border closed for people and goods and Brexit negotiations makes for a
very very difficult situation for the UK government who's hardball /
aggressive stance against the EU may find that friends are hard to come
by in the coming days and weeks. Markets are very unlikely to now see
the traditional "Santa Rally" as volatility returns and the Vix index ( aka
the fear index ) has jumped by 12% at the off. Early trade has seen the
Travel & leisure sector drop by an average of 5.5% and the oil sector
also sold off as fears for the recovery rise. As we said at the outset...the
perfect storm in christmas week. 
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21/12/2020 - UK CBI realized sales report
22/12/2020 -  German & Uk key data 
23/12/2020-  US Durable goods orders
23/12/2020 - US unemployment claims
24/12/2020 - Closed for christmas 
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Equities: Strong falls overnight in Australasian markets has been followed by strong
downward  moves in early trading in European and UK markets. The biggest moves have
been seen in travel & leisure and banking. However Pharmaceuticals and many tech names
have rallied as seen as beneficiaries of any increase in covid rates. The markets should have
been lining up for a rally on the back of the approval of a new stimulus package in the US but
the closure of access to the UK, both airports and ferry ports, has put a initial fright into early
trading. Calmer minds may takeover as the day evolves and this short term situation is looked
through to the fact that vaccines are being rolled out. Covid will be with markets for the next
six months and volatility will remain. 
Currencies: The dollar climbed against its major peers on Monday with investors rushing for
its relative safety as many countries tightened COVID-19 lockdowns. Sterling was on track for
its biggest drop in three months against the dollar after Britain imposed tough new curbs to
stem a fast-spreading new coronavirus strain. The currency also came under pressure as
Brexit negotiators failed to find an agreement on the weekend, raising the risk of Britain
crashing out of the European Union at the turn of the year with no deal. The negative
sentiment overshadowed an agreement among U.S. congressional leaders for a $900 billion
coronavirus aid package. Sterling lost 1.14% to $1.3336. The euro slid 0.6% to $1.21860.
Safe Havens: Gold jumped overnight to $1,900 on the increase in fear
Looking ahead: This week will see a large range of economic numbers from UK, US and
Europe. Else where Nike will be reportiong.

UK 

US congress agrees a deal
Overnight U.S. congressional leaders reached agreement on a $900
billion package to provide the first new aid in months to the US
economy and individuals hard hit by the surging coronavirus pandemic.
The formal vote is likely today. The package would be the second-largest
economic stimulus in U.S. history, following a $2.3 trillion aid bill passed
in March. It comes as the pandemic accelerates, infecting more than
214,000 people in the country each day. More than 317,000 Americans
have already died. "At long last, we have the bipartisan breakthrough
the country has needed," Republican Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell said on the Senate floor, following months of contentious
debate. Republican and Democratic leaders said the package should
have enough support to pass both chambers of Congress. It is
understood that President Trump also supports the bill and will sign it
into law. The package would give $600 direct payments to individuals
and boost unemployment payments by $300 a week. It also includes
billions for small businesses, food assistance, vaccine distribution,
transit and healthcare. It extends a moratorium on foreclosures and
provides $25 billion in rental aid. this deal is a really positive step for the
US in Christmas week and bar what's happening in the UK should have
supported a year end rally. 


